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ABSTRACT
CLAM (C++ Library for Audio and Music) is a framework for
audio and music programming. It may be used for developing
any type of audio or music application as well as for doing more
complex research related with the field. In this paper we
introduce the practicalities of CLAM’s first release as well as
some of the sample application that have been developed within
the framework. See [1] for a more conceptual approach to the
description of the CLAM framework.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The Music Technology Group of the Pompeu Fabra University
is a research group where more than forty engineers and
programmers are involved in different projects in the area of
sound and music[2]. Although different tools are used most of
the research (and of course all the applications) is done
programming directly on C++.
Two years ago, it was clear that the amount of lines of code and
projects related with those were becoming hardly manageable.
Although the code had been written using an OO language, it
was highly unstructured and the result of applying kludge after
kludge. The task of getting a newcomer to understand what was
going on was almost unbearable.
The initial objective of the CLAM project was “To offer a
complete, flexible and platform independent Sound
Analysis/Synthesis C++ platform to meet current and future
needs of all MTG projects.” (quoted from CLAM’s first
Working Draft). Those initial objectives have slightly changed
since then, mainly to accommodate to the fact that the library is
no longer seen as an internal tool for the MTG but as a library
that will be licensed under the GPL (GNU Public License) terms
and conditions[3] in the course of the Agnula IST European
Project[4]. Agnula (A GNU Linux Audio distribution) plans on
offering a complete Linux distribution, both in Debian and
RedHat versions, focused on promoting the use of free software
for audio and music.

2. HOW IT WAS MADE
CLAM is programmed in C++. Code is regularly compiled with
gcc in Linux, Microsoft and Intel compilers in Windows and
Code Warrior in Windows and MacOS. We have had the chance

to test how differently compilers behave and how bad most of
them adjust to the ANSI ISO standard.
All this is specially true when it comes to the use of the most
recent C++ features, such as templates, and related techniques,
such as template metaprogramming. This techniques where
initially considered as potentially useful in the CLAM
framework, but this lack of language support in most compilers,
together with the need of optimizing the compiling speed of the
library, has led to a rather scarce use of them.
On the other hand, a technique considered obsolete as it is the
use of C macros, has proven very useful to minimize
programmer's effort and enable the implementation of rather
complex behaviors (one of the good things of developing with a
multi-paradigm language like C++ is that you can always find a
more or less immediate workaround[5]). Also, C macros are a
simple compiler feature which is available in all C++
development platforms.

3. WHAT CLAM HAS TO OFFER
At the time of this writing, around 300 C++ classes (70.000 loc)
exist in the CVS repository. Although the website [6] is up
since July 2002, the first formal public release is due in
November 2002 coinciding with the first milestone of Agnula.
CLAM brings the world of software design and engineering to
DSP developers who could care less about it. For doing so, it
offers some general infrastructure but, most importantly, it
forces users to follow some “good coding principles” and it
provides a general model for easy (re)usability. Thus, the user of
the framework only has to concentrate on writing signal
processing algorithms and, eventually, modeling new data
structures or implementing particular flow control schemes.
The core of the library is a repository of digital signal processing
algorithms related to audio and music. These algorithms can be
used for a wide range of applications but, at the time of this
writing, they are mostly related with the MTG’s research field,
which is mainly spectral analysis synthesis and transformations.
Nevertheless, the framework has been designed so that further
additions can be done without much hassle. This is mainly due
to the fact that a CLAM processing network can acknowledge
any kind of processing data as long as it complies to the required
interface (i.e. derives from ProcessingData base abstract class).
CLAM compliant data classes are the only possible input of
Processing objects and they offer some special services:
attributes can be instantiated and removed dynamically, they can
be visited as components of a composite [7], a standard

getter/setter interface is automatically derived for all of them at
compile time and, furthermore, a serialization service to XML is
also automatically provided [8].
Processing classes encapsulate all processing algorithms in a
CLAM application. They offer scalability so that any final
CLAM network can be looked at as a Processing Composite that
includes any number (and levels) of Processing components
inside. Processing objects respond to synchronous processing
data and asynchronous control events.
CLAM also offers a GUI module that allows the decoupling of
any particular third party toolkit from the system model. This
service can be used with any toolkit but it is currently being
used mostly with FLTK [9], for being this the only crossplatform graphical toolkit that has an acceptable free software
status.

was used for accomplishing real-time morphing of a harp and a
viola in a composition by Gabriel Brnic that was performed in
the Multiphonies 2002 concert cycle at the GRM in Paris. The
GUI for that particular application was developed using QT and
it used a CLAM-based signal processing library as its sound
engine
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